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The friendship
A friend loves at all times, and a brother is born for adversity. (A proverb)
You can always tell a real friend: when you’ve made a fool of yourself, he doesn’t feel
you’ve done a permanent job. (Laurence J. Peter) (Taken from unknown source in
net.)Who is friends and what is meaning of friends
Albert Arul Parkash says;
‘A lot of people go through life with only a few friends. It seems that some have less than
that. They have no one on whom they can call in good times or bad. There is no one with
whom to bounce ideas around, or to talk about deep and troubling subjects. They have no
one to call in times of need or difficulty. They are at the mercy of life, standing alone.’
Others seem to have a multiple number of friends like google's PageRank which
increases in cumulative. Wherever they go, people know them, and like to be around
them. when a trouble strike, their biggest hesitation might be over which friend to call.
They know exactly the person with whom to discuss the topics of inquiry and debate.
Life is full of entertaining and invigorating relationships because it is full of friends.
These friends will be like a Degree course in friendship. When we study them we get lot
of knowledge about friendship. They have a lot of ideas flowing and they discuss any
topic which is hard to discuss.
Of course, some people are perfectly happy to operate with fewer friends. They might
rather have a few deep and loyal friends, than many superficial ones. Others thrive best
when friends are everywhere and numerous. It is not so much the number of friends that
is important as is the possession of friends, period. Loyal and deep friendship is good. It
doesn't care about the numbers, Even if you have one loyal trustable friend. it is better
than to have hundreds of untrustable, superficial friends. With the trusted friends we can
discuss our problem areas and get ideas for solving them also. These friends share their
time with us to solve problems. But when you have lots of friends who are not loyal or
trustable it is the case of the person who is not having any friends. Even after having
hundreds of friends our mind can't able to find real, trustable friends.
Friendship is a blessing...

Friendship is a blessing, and a friend is the channel through whom great emotional,
spiritual, and sometimes even physical blessings flow. Friends will cheer us when we’re
sorrowful or depressed. Friends will challenge us to attain our orginal limits with
encouragement when we allow ourselves not to go beyond our reasonable boundaries.
Friends will motivate us when we’re ready to give in, and they can provide for us when
life falls apart. Friends are there when all is well, and we want someone with whom to
share life’s pleasant and memorable moments. We often just want them around, to have a
good time, to laugh, to act silly, to enjoy some mutually liked activity. In how many ways
have friends enriched our lives and made us feel loved, accepted, respected and cared
for? Probably, too many to list, and the list grows daily.
When you act silly with friends around they also comes and join you and get the
enjoyment that you are getting. In the dictionary of friendship there is no word named
sorrow. Friends will enter into that word and friends break the word into pieces. They
motivate us to attain our goal. They will stand by our side when you need a support. you
will tell about a girl/guy whom you love and will ask for help for the love. You can't tell
the same to parents or any other before the love starts. In our life deciding factor also
there is a friend and his/her friendship is helping you. When you get problem in that love
all others will run from u but not your bet friend. They help us by challenging( a
challenge which motivates us) and also motivates us for reaching our aim.
When you are in college or studies you ask doubts in the subjects not to the professor but
to a friend. Friends never says no to anything. They will try to help us and try to solve the
doubts. When you play a friend is the first person to cheer you when you do a record.
Friends will be the first to treat us without any jealous mind. friends consider the record
of yours as theirs and they feel happy by telling about the record to others. In life we
share most of the time with friends. We can't share some topics with our parents but we
can share any topic, with friends. friends research that topic as a judge and tell us the
good's and bad's
Friendship is everlasting...
Friendship is only everlasting feature in this world. There may be biggest miracle which
can change the entire world but even in that miracle also friendship will come out from
its sleep. Friendship is like a banyan tree. Banyan tree seed is very small, but when it
comes out of earth nothing can stop its growth. The same applies to friendship also.
Friendship will reside in our heart like the banyan tree seed. When it finds the correct soil
in another heart it starts its growth. at one stage when you get more friendly with that
person it will become tree after that nothing in this world can stop it. Friends will try to
find new ways to make you not to fall. Friends may not save but they never let you go to
deep. Friends find innovative ways to stop you from falling and try to get some more help
to lift you.
Friendship is courage...

Friends, They are the only source of our brave hearts. When we don't have any friends we
won't come out when there is a trouble. But when we have friends with us, We never sit
inside during a friend is in problem. We may not be brave but friendship gives courage to
our mind and body. Friends will save us from any situations. Friends will help us to
escape from big troubles. Friends will come front to solve the problems. Friendship never
knows to runaway during problems. A good friend stays when there is problem and goes
after the problem solves.
We can tell a lot about friendship and friends. You may have a lot of friends but try to get
a friend who is loyal, trustable to us and be like that to your friend also. That is the only
meaning of friendship. "BE LOYAL AND TRUSTABLE". I would like to have some
comments for these topics. Comment me with your ideas and thoughts
(Albert Arul Parkash is fond of writing. The above article is mostly his work. I have
gone through many articles on friendship. Even I myself had written a couple of
them which were quite popular and got public applaud when published in South
Asian press in Canada. But after one of my good friends told me about Arul’s
article, I read it with a critics eye and found it very interesting. Naturally, I thought
it must also be brought to the knowledge of other readers like you. I am sure, you
have enjoyed your reading. Dr. A. Kumar)
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